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effectiveness﻿ in﻿ improving﻿supply﻿chain﻿performance.﻿ Innovation﻿ leads﻿ to﻿creative﻿new﻿products,﻿
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Recently,﻿ new﻿ technology﻿ such﻿ as﻿ cloud﻿ computing﻿ has﻿ contributed﻿ to﻿ the﻿ success﻿ of﻿ cloud﻿
innovation.﻿Through﻿cloud﻿computing,﻿multiple﻿parties﻿of﻿a﻿supply﻿chain﻿can﻿easily﻿work﻿with﻿each﻿
other﻿on﻿ innovation﻿projects.﻿ Ideas,﻿ information,﻿and﻿resources﻿are﻿seamlessly﻿shared﻿on﻿a﻿cloud﻿
computing﻿platform.﻿Compared﻿to﻿traditional﻿innovation﻿activities,﻿information﻿exchange﻿in﻿cloud﻿
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communicate﻿ and﻿ collaborate﻿ effectively.﻿ The﻿ Chinese﻿ telecommunications﻿ giant,﻿ Huawei,﻿ has﻿
developed﻿three﻿cloud﻿computing﻿platforms﻿to﻿improve﻿its﻿supply﻿chain.﻿The﻿first﻿effort﻿is﻿28﻿joint﻿
innovation﻿ centers﻿ co-established﻿by﻿Huawei﻿ and﻿ telecom﻿providers﻿ from﻿all﻿ over﻿ the﻿world,﻿ for﻿
instance,﻿“Mobile﻿Innovation﻿Center”﻿by﻿Huawei﻿and﻿Vodafone.﻿The﻿second﻿effort﻿is﻿“MBB﻿Open﻿
Internet﻿ Industry﻿ Base,”﻿ which﻿ provides﻿ cutting﻿ edge﻿ cloud﻿ solutions﻿ to﻿ telecom﻿ providers,﻿ and﻿
business﻿and﻿individual﻿users.﻿The﻿third﻿effort﻿is﻿“Huawei﻿Fans﻿Club,”﻿an﻿electronic﻿community﻿for﻿
end﻿users﻿and﻿third-party﻿software﻿developers.




equipment﻿ innovation.﻿ He﻿ found﻿ that﻿ users﻿ of﻿ refining﻿ processes﻿ and﻿ equipment﻿ are﻿ the﻿ major﻿















on﻿ inventory﻿ replenishment,﻿ capacity﻿ activation,﻿ and﻿ material﻿ flow﻿ synchronization.﻿ Hung﻿ et﻿ al.﻿
(2016)﻿identified﻿top﻿factors﻿for﻿inventory﻿cost﻿reduction﻿and﻿distribution﻿optimization,﻿which﻿include﻿
excellent﻿project﻿management,﻿organizational﻿fit,﻿information﻿sharing,﻿trialability,﻿and﻿top﻿management﻿
















Consumer﻿collaborators,﻿on﻿ the﻿other﻿ side,﻿may﻿ (1)﻿participate﻿ in﻿new﻿product﻿experiencing﻿
activities﻿through﻿a﻿cloud﻿platform﻿or﻿in﻿a﻿field,﻿(2)﻿customize﻿their﻿own﻿innovative﻿products﻿on﻿a﻿
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Figure 1. Elements of user involvement in supply chain cloud innovation
Journal of Global Information Management




The﻿parameters﻿a, b, c, d, e,﻿and﻿f﻿satisfy:
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The﻿parameters﻿a1, b1, c1, d1, e1,﻿and﻿f1﻿satisfy:
Figure 2. The schematic diagram of innovation in supply chains A and B
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The﻿parameters﻿a2, b2, c2, d2, e2,﻿and﻿f2﻿satisfy:
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We﻿follow﻿ the﻿same﻿ logic﻿ to﻿examine﻿ the﻿price﻿difference﻿between﻿ the﻿second﻿and﻿ the﻿ third﻿
segment.﻿We﻿have﻿a2 = d2,﻿b2 = e2,﻿and﻿c2 = f2.﻿We﻿can﻿get﻿a﻿result﻿that﻿is﻿similar﻿to﻿equation﻿(4):
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First,﻿based﻿on﻿the﻿assumptions,﻿a1 = d1,﻿b1 = e1,﻿c1 = f1,﻿and﻿CA1﻿=﻿CB1,﻿we﻿have﻿PA1﻿=﻿PB1.﻿In﻿
addition,﻿a2 = d2,﻿c2 = f2,﻿and﻿CA2﻿=﻿CB2.﻿We﻿have:
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A USER INNoVATIoN EXAMPLE: SHENZHEN 








User﻿ involvement﻿ in﻿ supply﻿ chain﻿ cloud﻿ innovation﻿ at﻿ Tailg﻿ is﻿ conducted﻿ through﻿ a﻿ “cloud﻿
technology”﻿system﻿and﻿a﻿“cloud﻿service”﻿system.﻿The﻿“cloud﻿ technology”﻿system﻿contains﻿ four﻿
elements:﻿cloud﻿power,﻿cloud﻿security,﻿cloud﻿intelligence,﻿and﻿cloud﻿lithium.﻿Cloud﻿power﻿provides﻿
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User﻿ involvement﻿ in﻿ supply﻿ chain﻿ cloud﻿ innovation﻿ at﻿ Tailg﻿ includes﻿ user﻿ experiences,﻿ user﻿
involvement﻿ in﻿ design,﻿ user﻿ do-it-yourself﻿ (DIY),﻿ user﻿ customization,﻿ and﻿ technology﻿ extension﻿




Figure 3. Process of user involvement in supply chain cloud innovation at Tailg
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Figure 4. Optimized process of user involvement in supply chain cloud innovation at Tailg
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